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a b s t r a c t

Among the most fundamental issues in cognitive neuroscience is how the brain may be organized into
process-specific and stimulus-specific regions. In the episodic memory domain, most functional neu-
roimaging studies have focused on the former dimension, typically investigating the neural correlates
of various memory processes. Thus, there is little information about what role stimulus-specific brain
regions play in successful memory processes. To address this issue, the present event-related fMRI study
used a factorial design to focus on the role of stimulus-specific brain regions, such as the fusiform face
area (FFA) and parahippocampal place area (PPA) in successful encoding and retrieval processes. Search-
ing within regions sensitive to faces or places, we identified areas similarly involved in encoding and
retrieval, as well as areas differentially involved in encoding or retrieval. Finally, we isolated regions
associated with successful memory, regardless of stimulus and process type. There were three main
etrieval
usiform face area
arahippocampal place area
ippocampus
rontal
refrontal cortex

findings. Within face sensitive regions, anterior medial PFC and right FFA displayed equivalent encod-
ing and retrieval success processes whereas left FFA was associated with successful encoding rather than
retrieval. Within place sensitive regions, left PPA displayed equivalent encoding and retrieval success pro-
cesses whereas right PPA was associated with successful encoding rather than retrieval. Finally, medial
temporal and prefrontal regions were associated with general memory success, regardless of stimulus or
process type. Taken together, our results clarify the contribution of different brain regions to stimulus-

odic m
and process-specific epis

. Introduction

Episodic memory refers to the encoding and retrieval of per-
onally experienced past events (Tulving, 1983), including memory
or people and places. Functional neuroimaging studies have asso-
iated successful episodic memory with a complex network of
rain regions, including the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and the medial
emporal lobes (MTL) (Cabeza & Nyberg, 2000). Most functional
euroimaging studies have focused on process-specific activations,
uch as encoding vs. retrieval differences within PFC (Nyberg et
l., 1996; Habib et al., 2003) and the MTL (Lepage, Habib, & Tulving,
998). Very few studies have investigated how encoding vs. retrieval
ifferences interact with stimulus-specific differences, such as dif-

erences between verbal and nonverbal stimuli (Kelley et al., 1998;

cDermott, Buckner, Petersen, Kelley, & Sanders, 1999; Wagner et
l., 1998a). Event-related functional MRI (fMRI) studies compar-
ng activity for remembered vs. forgotten items have shown that
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ox 90999, LSRC Bldg., Rm B203, Durham, NC 27708, USA. Tel.: +1 919 668 2926;

ax: +1 919 681 0815.
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emory mechanisms.
© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

successful encoding and retrieval activity can be both general and
stimulus-specific (Prince, Daselaar, & Cabeza, 2005). The present
fMRI study investigates this issue within the visual domain by
focusing on brain regions that have been strongly associated with
processing places and faces.

Processing of places has been associated with activation in
a region in the posterior parahippocampal gyrus (Epstein &
Kanwisher, 1998) known as the parahippocampal place area (PPA),
and processing of faces with regions within the fusiform gyrus
(Kanwisher, McDermott, & Chun, 1997; Puce, Allison, Gore, &
McCarthy, 1995) and the occipital cortex (Rossion, Schiltz, &
Crommelinck, 2003) known as the fusiform face area (FFA) and
occipital face area (OFA), respectively. These specialized place and
face regions are frequently characterized as stimulus-specific or
as having a content preference in that they rapidly and automat-
ically support the perception of those stimuli, but not other stimuli
such as objects, birds, cars, or bodies, although this is a matter
of some debate in the literature (Gauthier, Skudlarski, Gore, &

Anderson, 2000; Grill-Spector, Sayres, & Ress, 2006; Haxby et al.,
2001). However, other imaging evidence suggests that stimulus-
specific regions might not simply respond to the presence of specific
content, but also additionally be modulated by focused attention
(Wojciulik, Kanwisher, & Driver, 1998), repetition (Henson, Shallice,

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00283932
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/neuropsychologia
mailto:cabeza@duke.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuropsychologia.2009.01.021
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orno-Tempini, & Dolan, 2002), and novelty or mnemonic status
Epstein, Harris, Stanley, & Kanwisher, 1999; Hayes, Nadel, & Ryan,
007; Hayes, Ryan, Schnyer, & Nadel, 2004; Kuskowski & Pardo,
999; Rossion et al., 2003; Turk-Browne, Yi, & Chun, 2006). Thus, it
s an open question whether activity in these regions is modulated
y successful memory processes during encoding and/or during
etrieval.

To investigate this issue, we scanned participants using event-
elated fMRI while encoding and retrieving faces and places. We
sed a factorial design with three factors: (1) stimulus type: faces
s. places, (2) process type: encoding vs. retrieval, and (3) memory
uccess: remembered vs. forgotten. We defined stimulus-specific
egions as those showing face-place differences and searched
ithin those regions for memory effects during encoding, retrieval,

r both.
The current analysis had three main goals. The first two were

o identify stimulus-specific memory success effects that are simi-
ar for encoding and retrieval as well as stimulus-specific memory
uccess effects that differ for encoding vs. retrieval—for both (1)
aces and (2) places. We expected to find stimulus-specific activa-
ion in the FFA and PPA for faces and places, respectively. Although
tudies have reported a role for stimulus-specific regions in suc-
essful encoding (e.g. Brewer et al., 1998; Turk-Browne et al., 2006),
t is not clear whether these two regions (PPA and FFA) are also
nvolved in successful retrieval. One possibility is that reactivation,
n the exact areas that support better encoding, would also benefit
etrieval. Another possibility is that enhanced activity in stimulus-
pecific regions only occurs for encoding success. A third goal (3)
as to identify general memory success effects that are equivalent

or both types of stimuli and both types of memory processes. In
pposition to specialization for stimulus, regions involved in mem-
ry success as a general phenomenon, regardless of stimulus or
rocess type represent the most fundamental cognitive operations.
ased on studies of subsequent memory (Kirchhoff, Wagner, Maril,
Stern, 2000; Wagner et al., 1998b), retrieval success (e.g. Eldridge,
nowlton, Furmanski, Bookheimer, & Engel, 2000), and encoding-
etrieval conjunctions (Prince et al., 2005), MTL regions, such as the
ippocampus, and PFC regions were predicted to play such a role

n general memory success.

. Methods

.1. Subjects

Nineteen right-handed participants (10 females), all students at Duke Univer-
ity, with an average age of 22.7 years (SD = 4.1) were scanned and paid for their
articipation. Data from three participants were excluded, one due to equipment
alfunction and two due to inadequate behavioral performance (overall response

ate less than two-thirds). Written informed consent was obtained for each partici-
ant and the study met all criteria for approval of the Duke University Institutional
eview Board.

.2. Stimulus materials

The stimuli consisted of 144 photographs of places and 144 photographs of faces.
hotos of places consisted of common indoor (50%) and outdoor (50%) scenes, which
ere obtained from an online database (http://www.corbis.com) and set to a stan-
ard size of 576 × 432. Face photos were obtained, with permission, from an online
atabase (http://agingmind.cns.uiuc.edu/facedb) and represent the age spectrum
rom young adults to older adults as well as different racial groups (Minear & Park,
004). The database contains some faces with various emotional expressions, how-
ver only faces with neutral expressions (as determined by Minear and Park) were
sed in the current experiment. Faces were set on a solid black background. White
xation crosses were shown between successive stimuli.

.3. Procedures
The fMRI study was completed in a single session and consisted of two place and
hree face runs for encoding (intentional) and the same number of runs for retrieval.
here were also six total runs in which faces were paired with places (data not
eported here). Overall run order was fixed based on pilot testing designed to elicit
quivalent performance across tasks. Trial timing and jitter durations during encod-
gia 47 (2009) 2282–2289 2283

ing were also determined by pilot testing in order to attain similar performance. Place
encoding trials were 1475 milliseconds (ms) and face encoding trials were 2475 ms
in duration, both followed by a variable jitter ranging from 1275 to 1775 ms (mean
jitter length was 1525 ms) and required a 4-point rating of pleasantness or friendli-
ness for places and faces, respectively. Retrieval trials in all conditions were 3000 ms
in duration, followed by a variable jitter ranging from 1500 to 2500 ms (mean jitter
length was 2000 ms) and required a combined old/new confidence response (defi-
nitely old, probably old, probably new, definitely new). Participants were encouraged
to respond within the allotted period. The total number of old study trials was 108,
yielding a potential total of 108 encoding trials and 108 retrieval trials per condi-
tion. Additionally, 36 new trials, per condition, were included during retrieval. Finger
order for button press responses was counterbalanced across participants at both
encoding and retrieval.

In each stimulus condition, the functional activity was measured separately for
subsequent hits and subsequent misses during encoding. Encoding success activity
(ESA) was identified by comparing study-phase activity for subsequently remem-
bered vs. subsequently forgotten trials (Wagner et al., 1998a, 1998b; Brewer et al.,
1998). Similarly, retrieval success activity (RSA) was identified by comparing test-
phase activity for remembered (hit) and forgotten (miss) trials. Additionally, general
success activity (GSA) was defined as regions showing a significant main effect of
memory success (remembered > forgotten), without significant effects of memory
process (ESA vs. RSA) or stimulus content (face vs. place).

2.4. Scanning and image processing

Images were collected from a 4T GE scanner. Scanner noise was reduced with ear
plugs and head motion was reduced with foam pads and headbands. Stimuli were
presented with LCD goggles (Resonance Technology, Inc.), and behavioral responses
were recorded with a 4-key fiber-optic response box (Resonance Technology, Inc.).
Anatomical scanning started with a T1-weighted sagittal localizer series. The ante-
rior (AC) and posterior commissures (PC) were identified in the mid-sagittal slice,
and 34 contiguous oblique slices were prescribed parallel to the AC-PC plane. High-
resolution T1-weighted structural images were acquired with a 450-ms repetition
time (TR), a 9-ms echo time (TE), a 24-cm field of view (FOV), a 2562 matrix, and a
slice thickness of 1.9-mm. Functional scanning employed an inverse spiral sequence
with a 1500-ms TR, a 31-ms TE, a 24-cm FOV, a 642 image matrix, and a 60◦ flip
angle. Thirty-four contiguous slices were acquired with the same slice prescription
as the anatomical images. Slice thickness was 3.75-mm, resulting in cubic 3.75-mm3

isotropic voxels.
Data were processed using SPM2 (Statistical Parametric Mapping; Wellcome

Department of Cognitive Neurology, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). The first six
volumes were discarded to allow for scanner equilibration. Time-series were then
corrected for differences in slice acquisition times, and realigned. Functional images
were spatially normalized to a standard stereotactic space, using the Montreal Neu-
rological Institute (MNI) templates implemented in SPM2 and resliced to a resolution
of 3.75 mm3. The coordinates were later converted to Talairach and Tournoux’s space
(1998) for reporting in Tables. Finally, the volumes were spatially smoothed using
an 8-mm isotropic Gaussian kernel and proportionally scaled to the whole-brain
signal.

2.5. fMRI analyses

For each participant, trial-related activity was assessed by convolving a vector
of the onset times of the stimuli with a synthetic hemodynamic response function.
The general linear model, as implemented in SPM2, was used to model the effects
of interest and other confounding effects (e.g., head movement and magnetic field
drift). Statistical Parametric Maps were identified for each participant by applying
linear contrasts to the parameter estimates (beta weights) for the events of interest,
resulting in a t-statistic for every voxel. In both stimulus conditions, we coded four
trial types: subsequent hits, subsequent misses, retrieval hits, and retrieval misses.
Subsequent hit trials were determined by matching the high-confidence retrieval
hit responses at test to the relevant trials at encoding. Similar to other subsequent
memory studies, only high-confidence retrieval hits were considered subsequent
hits and all other trials were modeled as subsequent misses (Otten, Quayle, Akram,
Ditewig, & Rugg, 2006; Schon, Hasselmo, Lopresti, Tricarico, & Stern, 2004). The
mean number of trials contributing to each trial type in the design was 52 (standard
deviation = 14.5).

Individual subject contrasts were submitted to a 2 (stimulus: face vs. place) × 2
(process type: encoding vs. retrieval) × 2 (memory success: remembered vs. for-
gotten) ANOVA using SPM5. As the first step in the analyses we identified main
effects for stimulus (face > place and place > face) and memory success (remem-
bered > forgotten) at a very conservative threshold, p < 0.05 false discovery rate (FDR)
corrected (Genovese, Lazar, & Nichols, 2002) (extent threshold of 2 voxels). Then,
within this strict set of voxels, we identified both two- and three-way interactions

at p < 0.05, uncorrected (extent threshold = 2). In order to ensure that each effect was
driven by that specific effect (and no other) we used extensive inclusive and exclu-
sive masking (Eldar, Ganor, Admon, Bleich, & Hendler, 2007). For example, in order
to ensure that two-way interactions were not driven by three-way interactions, we
inclusively masked main effects with the former and exclusively masked out the lat-
ter. When identifying regions showing greater memory success (both ESA and RSA)

http://www.corbis.com/
http://agingmind.cns.uiuc.edu/facedb
http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm
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Table 1
Behavioral results: mean proportion of responses and RTs in milliseconds.

Old trials Hits Total Misses Total

Hi conf. Lo conf. Hi conf. Lo conf.

Place 0.58 0.20 0.78 0.06 0.16 0.22
Encoding RTs 1582 1488 1533 1539
Retrieval RTs 1530 2258 1980 2406

Face 0.53 0.26 0.79 0.06 0.15 0.21
Encoding RTs 1653 1721 1750 1721
Retrieval RTs 1528 2155 1990 2224

New trials Correct rejections Total False alarms Total

Hi conf. Lo conf. Hi conf. Lo conf.

P 0.
F 0.
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lace 0.45 0.39
ace 0.43 0.39

T: response times; Hi: high; Lo: low; conf.: confidence.

or faces than places, we inclusively masked this two-way interaction with simple
ace ESA and face RSA contrasts (to ensure the interaction was not driven by inverse

emory effects for places) and we exclusively masked with three-way interactions
e.g., face > place memory success but only during encoding). Three-way interactions
ere inclusively masked with the relevant simple effect explaining the interactions.

or example, the main effect of stimulus was masked inclusively with face ESA,
ace > place encoding success, and face ESA > face RSA. Finally, general memory suc-
ess activity was assessed with inclusive masking for all four simple effects (face
SA, place ESA, face RSA, and place RSA) and exclusive masking for all interactions
nd contrasts contributing to those interactions.

. Results

.1. Behavioral data
Table 1 lists the proportion of high and low confidence responses
or correct (hit, correct rejection) and incorrect (miss, false alarm)
lace and face trials. There was no significant difference (p > 0.15)
etween the proportion of high confidence hit responses for places
s. faces. Confidence had a strong effect on accuracy for old items,

able 2
NOVA results: main effects of stimulus, two- and three-way interactions.

Main effect of stimulus Stimu

H BA x y z t

ace
Fusiform gyrus (FFA) R 37 48 −48 −17 6.07
Fusiform gyrus (FFA) L 37 −45 −52 −20 5.75
Inferior occipital gyrus (OFA) R 18/19 45 −80 −6 5.64
Inferior occipital gyrus (OFA) L 18/19 −37 −84 −12 4.99
Precuneus M 7 4 −60 35 4.67
Anterior medial PFC R 10 11 58 4 4.02
Ventrolateral PFC R 47 48 25 −4 4.01
Middle temporal gyrus R 21 52 −15 −9 3.67

lace
Lingual gyrus L 18 −11 −88 −2 13.04
Lingual gyrus M 18 7 −87 4 13.02
Parahippocampal gyrus (PPA) R 36/37 30 −48 −4 12.87

R 19/30
Parahippocampal gyrus (PPA) L 36/37 −30 −44 −7 12.86

L 35/36
L 19/30

Lingual gyrus L 18 −15 −84 −9 12.66
Retrosplenial cortex (RSC) R 29/30 15 −54 13 10.62
Parieto-occipital sulcus (POS) R 18 11 −94 15 10.41
Occipitotemporal cortex L 19/39 −30 −90 19 9.05
Occipitotemporal cortex R 19/39 33 −83 22 8.98

Parieto-occipital sulcus (POS) L 18/19 −15 −94 22 8.45
Retrosplenial cortex (RSC) L 31 −15 −58 13 8.42
Precuneus R 7 22 −71 39 3.62

FC: prefrontal cortex; H: hemisphere; L: left; R: right; M: midline; BA: Brodmann’s area;
84 0.06 0.10 0.16
82 0.04 0.14 0.18

with 90.2% accuracy for high confidence responses, but only 59.7%
accuracy for low confidence responses. This pattern justifies includ-
ing only high-confidence responses in the hit category in fMRI
analyses. T-tests comparing place vs. face reaction times for high
confidence hits revealed no significant differences at encoding
(p > 0.4) or retrieval (p > 0.95).

3.2. fMRI data

Table 2 lists the main effects of stimulus type, two-way stim-
ulus type × memory success interactions, and three-way stimulus
type × process type × memory success interactions (separated by

stimulus: face, place). All interactions are inclusively masked with
the corresponding main effects and exclusively masked with alter-
native interactions (as outlined in Section 2). Table 3 lists the main
effects of success, collapsed across both stimulus and process and
exclusively masked with all interactions.

lus × success interactions Stim × process × success interactions

x y z t x y z t

45 −63 −13 2.46
−45 −59 −23 2.85 (E)

11 55 8 4.53

33 −44 −7 3.89 (E)
15 −40 −1 2.30

−30 −44 −4 2.28 (E)
−30 −33 −14 3.90
−15 −44 2 2.89

7 −54 13 3.83 15 −54 13 3.34 (E)

-37 −82 29 3.71
37 −79 32 4.79
48 −72 25 2.78

−26 −82 36 2.52

22 −67 42 2.70 (E)

E, encoding.
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Table 3
General memory effects.

H BA x y z t

Hippocampus R 19 −12 −12 5.65
L −19 −12 −12 5.32

Fusiform gyrus R 37 52 −52 −13 5.19
Ventrolateral PFC L 47 −48 36 −2 4.67
Anterior PFC M 9 −7 56 29 4.61
Dorsal PFC M 8 −7 46 43 4.55
Fusiform gyrus L 37 −26 −48 −14 4.03
Ventrolateral PFC L 44 −33 9 28 3.82
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(Rossion et al., 2003; Steeves et al., 2006).
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FC: prefrontal cortex; H: hemisphere; L: left; R: right; M: midline; BA: Brodmann’s
rea.

.2.1. Memory effects on face-sensitive regions
As shown in Table 2 and Fig. 1A, the main effect of face vs. place

ielded bilateral fusiform cortex (specifically, FFA), inferior occipi-
al cortex (OFA), precuneus, anterior medial PFC, right ventrolateral
FC and right middle temporal gyrus. The fusiform gyrus and occipi-
al cortex regions closely match previously reported coordinates for
FA and OFA (peak Talairach coordinates: right FFA = 48, −48, −17,
eft FFA = −45, −52, −20, right OFA = 45, −80, −6, left OFA = −37,
84, −12).

Within these face-sensitive regions, we identified regions show-
ng memory effects. As listed in Table 2, clusters in the right FFA and
edial PFC showed significant two-way stimulus type × memory
uccess interactions but not three-way interactions involving pro-
ess type. As shown by the bar graphs in Fig. 1B, right FFA
howed greater activity for remembered than forgotten trials

ig. 1. Brain regions showing effects of (a) stimulus (face vs. place), (b) stimulus × succ
ng success) interactions. Y-axis unit for graphs is the fMRI effect size (parameter estim
ars = place stimulus, solid bars = memory success, hatched bars = memory failure. FFA =
hree-way interactions. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
gia 47 (2009) 2282–2289 2285

both during encoding and during retrieval. Confirming that the
memory success effect was similar for encoding and retrieval,
a repeated measures ANOVA of the beta values from the right
FFA yielded significant effects of stimulus (p < 0.0005) and stim-
ulus × success interaction (p < 0.05), but the three-way interaction
(stimulus × success × process) was not significant (p > 0.35). Thus,
greater activity within right FFA contributed to both successful
encoding and retrieval of faces.

In contrast, left FFA exhibited a significant three-way interaction
(see Table 2). As illustrated by bar graphs in Fig. 1C, this three-
way interaction reflected a remember-forgotten difference during
encoding but not during retrieval. A repeated measures ANOVA of
the beta values from the left FFA resulted in a significant effect of
stimulus (p < 0.005), a nonsignificant stimulus × success interaction
(p > 0.15) and, critically, a significant stimulus × success × process
interaction (p < 0.05). Thus, left FFA activity contributed to the suc-
cessful encoding of faces but not to the successful retrieval of faces.

Whereas right and left FFA showed significant memory effects,
bilateral OFA showed greater activity for faces than places but no
significant interactions with memory success (see Table 2). This
pattern suggests that OFA contributes to face processing but not to
face memory. The involvement of this region in face processing is
consistent with evidence that this region plays a role in face feature
analysis by way of a feedback mechanism from the fusiform gyrus
No face-sensitive region showed a three-way interaction with
greater contributions to memory success during retrieval than dur-
ing encoding. This finding suggests that the role of face-sensitive
regions to memory for faces is more specialized for encoding.

ess (face memory) interactions and (c) stimulus × success × process (face encod-
ate or beta weight with standard error bars). Red bars = face stimulus and blue
fusiform face area. Black oblique lines highlight the effects driving two-way or
the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
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Fig. 2. Brain regions showing effects of (a) stimulus (place vs. face), (b) stimulus × success (place memory) interactions and (c) stimulus × success × process (place encoding
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and other PFC regions. The strongest effects were those in the hip-
uccess) interactions. Y-axis unit for graphs is the fMRI effect size (parameter estima
timulus, solid bars = memory success, hatched bars = memory failure. PPA = parahipp
nteractions. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the r

.2.2. Memory effects on place-sensitive regions
As shown in Table 2 and Fig. 2A, places yielded greater activity

han faces in a large network of brain regions, covering occip-
totemporal and occipitoparietal regions. The parahippocampal
yrus regions closely match previously reported coordinates for PPA
peak Talairach coordinates: right PPA = 30, −48, −4, left PPA = −30,
44, −7).

Within place-sensitive regions, we identified regions showing
emory effects. As listed in Table 2, clusters in the PPA (left > right),

etrosplenial cortex, occipitotemporal cortex, and parieto-occipital
ulcus (POS) showed significant two-way stimulus × success inter-
ctions. Some of these regions did not show reliable three-way
nteractions, indicating that they had similar contributions to
ncoding success and retrieval success. As illustrated by the bar
raphs in Fig. 2B, one of these regions was the left PPA, which
howed greater activity for remember than forgotten trials both
uring encoding and during retrieval. Confirming that the memory
uccess effect was similar for encoding and retrieval, a repeated
easures ANOVA of the beta values from the left PPA resulted in

ignificant effects of stimulus (p < 0.005) and stimulus × success
nteraction (p < 0.0001), but the three-way interaction (stimu-
us × process × success interaction) was not significant (p > 0.8).
hus, greater activity within left PPA contributed to both successful

ncoding and retrieval of places.

In contrast, other clusters in the PPA (right > left), the retros-
lenial cortex and the precuneus exhibited a significant three-way
timulus × success × process interaction (see Table 2). As illus-
rated by bar graphs in Fig. 2C, this three-way interaction reflected
eta weight with standard error bars). Red bars = face stimulus and blue bars = place
pal place area. Black oblique lines highlight the effects driving two-way or three-way
is referred to the web version of the article.)

a remember-forgotten difference during encoding but not dur-
ing retrieval. A repeated measures ANOVA of the beta values
from the right PPA resulted in a significant effect of stimu-
lus (p < 0.0001), a nonsignificant stimulus × success interaction
(p > 0.45) and critically, a significant stimulus × success × process
interaction (p < 0.001). Thus, right PPA activity contributed to
the successful encoding but not to the successful retrieval of
places.

No place-sensitive region showed a three-way interaction with
greater contributions to memory success during retrieval than dur-
ing encoding. This finding suggests that the role of place-sensitive
regions to memory for places is more specialized for encoding.

3.3. General memory success effects

Finally, we identified regions that showed significant main
effects of memory (remembered > forgotten) but no reliable two-
way or three-way interaction. These regions contribute to memory
success regardless of stimulus type (place vs. face) or process type
(encoding vs. retrieval). As listed in Table 3, these regions were
found within MTL, bilateral fusiform gyri, left ventrolateral PFC,
pocampus. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the left and right hippocampi
showed greater activity for remembered than forgotten trials for
both faces and places and for both encoding and retrieval. This find-
ing is consistent with the fundamental role of the hippocampus in
episodic memory.
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ig. 3. Brain regions showing a main effect of general memory success, exclusive of
r beta weight with standard error bars). Red bars = face stimulus and blue bars = p
ines highlight the individual memory success effects. (For interpretation of the refer

. Discussion

The study yielded three main findings. First, within face-
ensitive brain regions, right FFA was associated with successful
emory during both encoding and during retrieval, whereas left

FA was associated with successful memory only during encod-
ng. Another region contributing to face encoding and retrieval
as anterior medial PFC. Second, within place-sensitive brain

egions, left PPA was associated with successful memory during
oth encoding and during retrieval, whereas right PPA was asso-
iated with successful memory only during encoding. No face-
r place-sensitive region had a greater contribution to successful
etrieval than to successful encoding. Finally, general memory suc-
ess, regardless of stimulus type or process type was found most
trongly in the hippocampus. Other regions contributing to gen-
ral memory success included several left PFC areas. These three
ndings are discussed in separate sections below.

.1. Face-specific memory effects

Our first main finding was that right FFA, a region identified
s selectively sensitive to faces, was also associated with success-
ul memory during both encoding and during retrieval. Left FFA,
hile also showing selectivity for faces, was only associated with

uccessful memory during encoding. The right fusiform has been
eported to support processing unique instances of nameable stim-
li (Koutstaal et al., 2001; Simons, Koutstaal, Prince, Wagner, &
chacter, 2003). In the current experiment where a semantic label
s absent, the right FFA may process the unique perceptual features
f novel faces, forming a holistic representation of each face (per-
on identity). Moreover, reactivation of this region is associated
ith memory success, suggesting that enhanced processing sup-
orts memory for the identification of the face and may store or
epresent perceptual features related to person identity. What is
nclear is whether memory success results from processing spe-
ific perceptual details or the integration of unique features into a
olistic representation.

In contrast with right FFA, left FFA yielded successful memory
ctivity for faces during encoding (ESA) but not during retrieval
RSA). Thus, results indicate that the left FFA displays additional
ncoding enhancing properties that are not associated with suc-

essful retrieval. Left fusiform has been linked to lexical/semantic
rocessing of objects (Simons et al., 2003). Although novel faces
re not nameable, participants may be encoding a particular facial
eature (e.g. hair, eyes, nose, mouth) and how it differs from a pro-
otypical norm, potentially helping to individuate that particular
mory interactions. Y-axis unit for graphs is the fMRI effect size (parameter estimate
imulus, solid bars = memory success, hatched bars = memory failure. Black oblique
to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

face from the ongoing set, but only during encoding (suggesting
that only immediate processing but not storage occurs). It should be
reiterated that significant stimulus specific activity was observed in
left FFA at retrieval; however, differential activity was not observed
for hits and misses.

In addition to right FFA, another region that contributed to both
the encoding and retrieval of faces was anterior medial PFC (BA
10). This regions sits within a larger anterior region of the ros-
tral medial frontal cortex that has been implicated in mentalizing,
self-knowledge, and person perception (Amodio & Frith, 2006).
It is possible that in the current experiment, all three processes
are involved. Whereas the task involved memory for the faces of
others, one successful strategy may involve interrogation of self-
knowledge in relation to them (e.g., would I like to spend time
with this person?). This is particularly plausible given the encoding
instructions to rate the friendliness of each face. At any rate, very
little is known regarding the role of medial BA10 in face memory,
and further research is warranted to flesh out its exact role in face
memory success.

4.2. Place-specific memory effects

Successful place memory was associated with PPA (left > right),
bilateral occipitotemporal, and retrosplenial/parieto-occipital sul-
cus (RSC/POS) regions. The left PPA and RSC/POS regions have
been reported in many previous studies and have typically been
attributed to place sensitive processing (Epstein & Higgins, 2006;
Epstein, Higgins, Parker, Aguirre, & Cooperman, 2006; Epstein &
Kanwisher, 1998; Epstein, Parker, & Feiler, 2007) as well as con-
textual associations (Aminoff, Gronau, & Bar, 2007; Bar & Aminoff,
2003; Bar, Aminoff, & Ishai, 2007; Bar, Aminoff, & Schacter, 2008).
Either framework may be suitable for understanding the general
results reported here. That is, the current results suggest that place
memory success is supported by the enhanced processing of places
and the formation and retrieval of contextual associations within
places as compared to the faces. Like the face results, it is clear
from place analyses that unique networks are associated with not
just perceptual sensitivity, but also memory success for particular
stimuli.

Right PPA, retrosplenial, and parieto-occipital sulcus and bilat-
eral occipitotemporal regions were all found to be associated with

ESA but not with RSA. The differential involvement of PPA in encod-
ing may reflect a primary role of this region in enhancing novelty
effects associated with perceptual processing of places. It is impor-
tant to note that although this region did not exhibit differential
activity for hits and misses at retrieval it remained active during
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pus showed general success effects, independent of stimulus type
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timulus-specific processing. This suggests that a region can help
ndividuate a particular instance from an ongoing set, at encod-
ng (above and beyond stimulus-sensitivity), and later respond in a
timulus-specific manner at retrieval with no mnemonic benefit. In
his regard, regions in PPA displayed additional encoding enhanc-
ng properties, suggestive of an interaction between cognition and
erception, which may depend on whether the level of processing

s based on form (right) or semantic labeling (left).
The PPA lateralization difference fits with ideas from both

he object identification/priming literature (Koutstaal et al., 2001;
arsolek, Kosslyn, & Squire, 1992; Marsolek, Schacter, & Nicholas,

996; Simons et al., 2003) and the episodic memory literature
Burgess, Maguire, & O’Keefe, 2002; Garoff, Slotnick, & Schacter,
005; Maguire et al., 1998) regarding the contribution of the right
emisphere to form-specific visual details as compared to the left
emisphere contribution to more abstract (gist-based) or episodic
etails. The current results suggest that while successful encoding
f places may rely on both specific and general information, stage-
ndependent successful memory for places may rely on gist-based
r episodic information to a greater extent. The left lateralized PPA
ffects may also indicate the use of a semantic label that would
erve to benefit both encoding and retrieval success, perhaps by
toring and reactivating this information.

.3. Modular memory

In summary, this experiment showed place and face sensitive
ortical regions to be associated not only with the perception, but
lso successful memory of these stimulus classes. These regions
elp to individuate visual information in a stimulus-specific man-
er and may operate at a gist- (right FFA, left PPA) vs. item-based
left FFA, right PPA) level. We argue that stimulus-specific regions
re associated with cognitive processing above and beyond per-
eptual identification, with right FFA and left PPA critical loci for
epresenting people and places, respectively, in episodic memory.
dditionally, regions including anterior medial PFC, retrosplenial
ortex, and parieto-occipital sulcus are likely to support these rep-
esentations.

By investigating episodic memory processes within regions dis-
laying a content preference, we conclude that strong interactions
ccur between cognition and perception in these brain regions.
ne such type of interaction involves differential activation of the

ame regions during retrieval that were associated with successful
ncoding. These results not only support the fact that previously
dentified stimulus-specific regions or “modules” also contribute to

emory success at encoding, but that reactivation of these regions
lso supports successful memory at retrieval. Reactivation in stim-
lus specific regions may support the retrieval of unique perceptual

eatures of the item that allow specifically for recollection. Another
ype of interaction involves differential activation for successful
ncoding, more so than at retrieval. This activity may contribute to
uccessful memory by identifying new items as novel (vs. repeated
s when encountered during retrieval). Factors including repeti-
ion, perceived novelty, and conscious effort are likely to influence
hether and how robustly a stimulus-specific region responds and

re important for future studies to investigate.
Strategic and mnemonic “guidance” or modulation of stimulus-

pecific regions is likely subserved by the MTL and PFC. These
undamental memory processes may set the ‘neural context’ for
n episode, with regions in the left inferior frontal gyrus and
eft ventrolateral prefrontal cortex serving roles in the establish-
ent, organization, and retrieval of suitable cues (Moscovitch and
inocour, 2002; Simons and Spiers, 2003). Multiple regions in

he MTL are associated with memory success and are likely to
perate in ways that are both dependent and independent of con-
cious response (Daselaar, Fleck, Prince, & Cabeza, 2006; Henke
gia 47 (2009) 2282–2289

et al., 2003). Future research into consolidation effects on mem-
ory and the timing and requirements of retrieval tests should
help to clarify the interactions between stimulus-independent and
stimulus-specific regions.

Although we found some stimulus-specific regions that dif-
ferentially contributed to encoding, no stimulus-specific region
differentially contributed to retrieval. This suggests that within
regions sensitive to a particular stimulus, there is no additional pro-
cess specialization mechanism available for retrieval compared to
that utilized at encoding. As such, the nature of memory success
specialization within stimulus-specific regions appears to be for
either equivalent effects at encoding and retrieval or for enhance-
ment only at encoding. The source of the observed hemispheric
lateralization differences for these specializations (faces = right FFA
vs. left FFA, places = left PPA vs. right PPA) is an important issue to
be addressed by future research.

Future studies will also help to clarify whether enhanced
processing in stimulus-specific regions is driven by bottom-up per-
ceptual aspects inherent to the stimuli or top-down modulation by
means of other brain regions and/or strategic processing. Studies
of working memory that have employed face and place stimuli as
distractors during the delay period have shown that active suppres-
sion of such regions can occur, and can benefit performance when a
stimulus from a different class is shown during the delay (Gazzaley,
Cooney, McEvoy, Knight, & D’Esposito, 2005). Additional support
for the idea of strategic control over stimulus-specific processing
comes from a functional connectivity study (Summerfield et al.,
2006) in which the authors found left dorsolateral PFC to potentially
mediate top-down control of posterior stimulus-specific regions in
association with successful encoding.

4.4. General memory effects

The brain regions associated with memory success regardless of
stimuli and memory phases are likely to play the most fundamental
role in mnemonic processing. Previously, we found a mid-posterior
area within the left hippocampus that was both stimulus and pro-
cess independent (Prince et al., 2005). In the current study, we
again found the MTL to be associated with general memory suc-
cess. This included large bilateral foci in the anterior MTL, spanning
the hippocampus, amygdala, and rhinal cortex. The bilateral nature
of anterior MTL regions found in the current study suggests that pic-
torial stimuli likely differ from verbal stimuli not only at encoding
(Kelley et al., 1998) but at retrieval as well. Anterior MTL activity has
also been associated with novelty (Kirchhoff et al., 2000; Ranganath
and Rainer, 2003) but the fact that this region was involved in both
retrieval and encoding does not support the idea that it primar-
ily responds to novelty. In addition to the anterior MTL, clusters in
medial dorsal and left ventrolateral PFC displayed general mem-
ory success effects. These regions may contribute to visual and
mnemonic individuation of an item from the larger ongoing set of
stimuli.

5. Conclusions

The study yielded three main findings. First, right FFA was asso-
ciated with face encoding and retrieval and left FFA with face
encoding. Second, left PPA was associated with place encoding and
retrieval and right PPA with place encoding. Finally, the hippocam-
or process type. To our knowledge, this is the first study to directly
compare, within subjects, encoding and retrieval success for place
and face stimuli. By directly comparing content and process types,
this study further clarifies how and when specific brain regions
contribute to episodic memory success.
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